
For this lesson, you will need:

 Pen/pencil

 Lined paper

Tuesday 26th January 2021



LO: To be able to write extended sentences using 

commas. 

 I understand when to use a comma.

 I can use a comma in a list.

 I can use a comma to separate clauses.

Tuesday 26th January 2021



How to use commas in our writing

 Commas can sometimes be tricky to understand. Let’s 

watch this video so that we can understand three main 

uses for commas that we will use today in our work.

 https://youtu.be/QE_2COmz0tE

https://youtu.be/QE_2COmz0tE




What clues 

can we see 

that might 

hint what is 

about to 

happen?



How has the author used 

comma’s on page 68?

I can see:

 Fronted adverbials punctuated with a comma

 To separate information that isn’t so important in a sentence.

 Commas used in a list.



How has the author used 

comma’s on page 69?

I can see:

 To separate information that isn’t so important in a sentence.

 Commas used in a list.

 A comma used to join two complete sentences and followed by a 

connecting word (FANBOYS). 





Activity:

 You are going to describe Beowulf’s reaction to what the king is saying. You must use 
commas in your sentences.

 Mild – Use commas to list how Beowulf reacts. For example: Beowulf stood 
abruptly at what King Hrothgar was saying. He grabbed his sharp sword, 
strong shield, and his heroic helmet…

 Spicy – Use commas to list how Beowulf reacts and as a fronted adverbial.
For example: As soon as the King finished his plea, Beowulf grabbed his 
sharp sword, strong shield, and his heroic helmet…

 Hot – Use commas to list, for a fronted adverbial and to separate 
information that is not important but adds more detail. For example: As 
soon as the King finished his plea, Beowulf grabbed his sharp sword, strong 
shield, and his heroic helmet. The Geatish Prince, who was courageous 
enough to defeat Grendel, set off out of the hall to kill the disgusting sea-
hag.

Challenge for everyone: Use verbs in your writing! What 
different actions are Beowulf and his warriors doing?


